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ミリオンズ 2005-03-30
ダミアンは五年生 兄のアンソニー六年生 母さんが病気で亡くなったあと 引越して新しい小学校に通い始めた ある日 空から何十万ポンドの紙幣の詰まったかばんが降ってくる 全く違う使い道を計画する二人 しかしユーロへの通貨切替
が間近に迫っていた コミカルでスリリングで感動的 世界中で大人も子供も魅了し続けている新鮮な物語

Millions 2008-09-04
heart achingly funny touching and brilliantly clever millions is a fantastic adventure about two boys one miracle and a million
choices brothers damian and anthony didn t mean to get caught up in a botched train robbery but what would you do if a
massive bag of cash dropped from the sky and you had only a few days to spend it before it became worthless buy a million
pizzas end world poverty not such an easy decision is it the boys soon find out that being rich is a mug s game not only is the
clock ticking the bank robbers want their money back this edition of frank cottrell boyce s carnegie medal winning millions
features fantastic cover artwork from the brilliant steven lenton millions is a major film directed by oscar winner danny boyle

Framed 2008-09-04
the perfect crime it s a work of art in frank cottrell boyce s ingenious story framed dylan is the only boy living in the tiny welsh
town of manod his parents run the snowdonia oasis auto marvel garage and when he s not trying to persuade his sisters to
play football dylan is in charge of the petrol log and that means he gets to keep track of everyone coming in and out of manod
what car they drive what they re called even their favourite flavour of crisps but when a mysterious convoy of lorries trundles
up the misty mountainside towards an old disused mine even dylan is confounded who are these people and what have they
got to hide a story inspired by a press cutting describing how during world war ii the treasured contents of london s national
gallery were stored in welsh slate mines once a month a morale boosting masterpiece would be unveiled in the village and
then returned to london for viewing this is a funny and touching exploration of how art its beauty and its value touches the life
of one little boy and his big family in a very small town this edition of framed includes bonus material and discussion questions
from frank cottrell boyce and illustrations by steven lenton

Cosmic 2009-07-03
it s one giant leap for all boy kind in frank cottrell boyce s out of this world story cosmic liam is too big for his boots and his
football strip and his school blazer but being super sized height wise has its advantages he s the only eleven year old to ever
ride the g force defying cosmic rollercoaster or to be offered the chance to drive a porsche long legged liam makes a giant leap
for boy kind by competing with a group of adults for the chance to go into space is liam the best boy for the job sometimes
being big isn t all about being a grown up this edition of cosmic includes bonus material and discussion questions from frank



cottrell boyce and features fantastic cover artwork from steven lenton

チキチキバンバン 2010-09
足もとには ひたひたと波が迫り その上 霧はこくなるばかり グッドウィン砂洲で絶体絶命のポットさん一家を救ったのは 空飛ぶ車チキチキバンバン 今度は海をゆく

4u2read – Ted Rules the World 2022-01-06
suddenly the prime minister is repeating all of ted s great ideas like monday s off for everyone there s definitely something
fishy going on a hilarious comedy caper from award winning author frank cottrell boyce

Framed 2015-03-26
a little boy turns the perfect crime into a work of art in frank cottrell boyce s hilarious novel framed now with a brand new
cover look a little boy turns the perfect crime into a work of art dylan is the only boy living in the tiny welsh town of manod his
parents run the snowdonia oasis auto marvel garage and when he s not trying to persuade his sisters to play football dylan is
in charge of the petrol log and that means he gets to keep track of everyone coming in and out of manod what car they drive
what they re called even their favourite flavour of crisps but when a mysterious convoy of lorries trundles up the misty
mountainside towards an old disused mine even dylan is confounded who are these people and what have they got to hide a
story inspired by a press cutting describing how during wwii the treasured contents of london s national gallery were stored in
welsh slate mines once a month a morale boosting masterpiece would be unveiled in the village and then returned to london
for viewing this is a funny and touching exploration of how art its beauty and its value touches the life of one little boy and his
big family in a very small town

Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth 2017-06-20
a one of a kind story of heart humor and finding one s place in the universe prez knows that the best way to keep track of
things is to make a list that s important when you have a grandfather who is constantly forgetting and it s even more important
when your grandfather can t care for you anymore and you have to go live with a foster family out in the country prez is still
learning to fit in at his new home when he answers the door to meet sputnik a kid who is more than a little strange first he can
hear what prez is thinking second he looks like a dog to everyone except prez third he can manipulate the laws of space and
time sputnik it turns out is an alien and he s got a mission that requires prez s help the earth has been marked for destruction
and the only way they can stop it is to come up with ten reasons why the planet should be saved thus begins one of the most
fun and eventful summers of prez s life as he and sputnik set out on a journey to compile the most important list prez has ever



made and discover just what makes our world so remarkable

The Astounding Broccoli Boy 2015-03-26
the astounding broccoli boy is the hilarious tale of an unlikely and very green hero believing in himself and finding adventure
rory rooney likes to be prepared for all eventualities his favourite book is don t be scared be prepared and he has memorized
every page of it he could even survive a hippo attack he knows that just because something is unlikely doesn t mean it won t
ever happen but rory isn t prepared when he suddenly and inexplicably turns green stuck in an isolation ward in a hospital far
from home with two other remarkably green children rory s as confused by his new condition as the medics seem to be what if
turning green actually means you ve turned into a superhero rory can t wait to make it past hospital security and discover
exactly what his superpower might be this edition of frank cottrell boyce s funny adventure features fantastic cover artwork
and black and white inside illustrations from the incredible steven lenton

Millions 2001
a brilliant debut by a well known screenwriter welcome to sarajevo this novel tells the story of two young boys who suddenly
finds themselves with a huge amount of money their dilemma they only have seven days to spend it before it becomes
worthless

Cosmic 2011-06-14
liam digby is so unusually tall that people think he should act like an adult which leads him to compete against adults for a
chance to go into space

Noah's Gold 2021-05-13
proper sparkly witty enticing storytelling it s perfect hilary mckay packed with mystery adventure and laughs noah s gold is the
exciting novel from the bestselling multi award winning author of millions and cosmic frank cottrell boyce fully illustrated in
black and white throughout by steven lenton this is perfect for readers of 9 being the smallest doesn t stop you having the
biggest ideas eleven year old noah sneaks along on his big sister s geography field trip everything goes wrong six kids are
marooned on an uninhabited island their teacher has vanished they re hungry their phones don t work and noah has broken
the internet there s no way of contacting home disaster until noah discovers a treasure map and the gang goes in search of
gold a writer of comic genius he has something of roald dahl s magic but more heart sunday telegraph



Ted Rules the World 2015-07
hilariously spot on comedy from the award winning and bestselling frank cottrell boyce hilariously spot on comedy from the
award winning and bestselling frank cottrell boyce with cover artwork by award winning chris riddell and internal illustrations
by cate james high quality cream paper and a special easy to read font ensure a smooth read for all

Sputnik's Guide to Life on Earth 2016-04-07
shortlisted for the 2017 carnegie medal and selected for the tom fletcher book club sputnik s guide to life on earth by frank
cottrell boyce is an adventure about the blythes a big warm rambunctious family who live on a small farm and sometimes
foster children now prez has come to live with them but though he seems cheerful and helpful he never says a word then one
day prez answers the door to someone claiming to be his relative this small loud stranger carries a backpack walks with a
swagger and goes by the name of sputnik the family all think sputnik is a dog and chaos is unleashed as suddenly household
items come to life like a tv remote that fast forwards people and a toy lightsaber that entertains guests at a children s party
until one of them is nearly decapitated by it and prez is going to have to use his voice to explain himself as sputnik takes prez
on a journey to finish writing his guidebook to earth called ten things worth doing on earth each adventure seems to take prez
nearer to the heart of the family he is being fostered by but they also take him closer to the day that he is due to leave them
forever this edition features fantastic cover artwork and black and white inside illustrations from the incredible steven lenton

Noah's Gold 2019-05-02
runaway robot is a funny and heartwarming adventure about two best friends helping put themselves back together from the
award winning frank cottrell boyce illustrated by steven lenton when alfie goes to airport lost property he finds more than he
bargained for a lot more because there s a giant robot called eric hidden away on the shelves eric has lost one leg and half his
memory he s super strong but super clumsy he s convinced that he s the latest technology when he s actually nearly one
hundred year s old and ready for the scrap heap can alfie find a way to save eric from destruction before eric destroys
everything around him

Runaway Robot 2023-07-20
a writer of comic genius he has something of roald dahl s magic but more heart sunday telegraph budding magicians
everywhere prepare to be dazzled and astounded by the laugh out loud adventure the wonder brothers written by multi award
winning author frank cottrell boyce illustrated throughout by steven lenton it s show time drum roll please for nathan that s me
and middy that s her we are the wonder brothers cousins middy and nathan love magic the on stage cape swirling bunny out of



a hat kind so when the famous blackpool tower dramatically vanishes the night of the big switch on showman nathan
announces live on tv that they will magic it back home with a stick of rock a spangly cape and a bit of misdirection they end up
lost in las vegas home to the grand master of illusion and magic legend perplexion but with a great illusionist comes great
mystery and in las vegas nothing is as it seems

The Wonder Brothers 2019-02-28
laika and her fellow street dogs are being trained up for the greatest adventure in history a trip to the moon but laika can t wait
to see the stars so she hatches a plan with her friends to get her there all on her own join laika and friends in the great rocket
robbery by carnegie medal winning author frank cottrell boyce illustrated by steven lenton final destination adventure

The Great Rocket Robbery: World Book Day 2019 2014-04-14
two refugee brothers from mongolia are determined to fit in with their liverpool schoolmates but bring so much of mongolia to
bootle that their new friend and guide julie is hard pressed to know truth from fantasy

Rollercoasters the Unforgotten Coat Reader 2012
a birthday gift from his grandfather gives george some unexpected powers in this comedy from award winning author frank
cottrell boyce

Desirable 2019-03
a new york times bestseller and winner of the 2004 cilip carnegie medalan accidental train robbery and a suitcase full of cash
are the perfect ingredients for adventure in millions frank cottrell boyce s bestselling middle grade novel now reissued with a
brand new cover two brothers damian and anthony are unwittingly caught up in a train robbery during britain s countdown to
joining the euro suddenly finding themselves with a vast amount of cash the boys have just one glorious appalling dilemma
how are they going to spend it in the few days before it becomes worthless torn between the vices of buying a million pizzas
and the virtues of ending world poverty the boys soon discover that being rich is a mug s game for not only is the clock ticking
but the bungling bank robbers are closing in too pizza or world peace what would you choose

The Great Rocket Robbery 2019
the third official sequel to ian fleming s chitty chitty bang bang the tootings are stuck in 1966 somebody s stolen chitty chitty



bang bang and left them behind but that s not their biggest problem their biggest problem is that little harry s been kidnapped
by whoever nicked their magical car there s only one solution the tootings must find the potts the family that originally built
chitty sharing their combined knowledge of how chitty works the families stand a chance of rescuing little harry and finding the
most brilliant car in the world but a fiendish criminal has different plans ones that involve flying chitty chitty bang bang to the
moon and putting an explosive scheme into action

Millions 2013-10-01
what makes for a good short story being short you might think the story s structure would yield an answer to this question
more readily than say the novel but for as long as the short story has been around arguments have raged as to what it should
and shouldn t be made up of what it should and shouldn t do here 15 leading contemporary practitioners offer structural
appreciations of past masters of the form as well as their own perspectives on what the short story does so well the best short
stories don t have closure argues one contributor because life doesn t have closure plot must be written with the denouement
constantly in view quotes another covering a century of writing that arguably saw all the major short forms emerge from
hawthorne s twice told tales to kafka s modernist nightmares these essays offer new and unique inroads into classic texts both
for the literature student and aspiring writer

Over the Moon: Book 4 2015-06-15
visiting her gp one day a bored house wife is asked if she would like to sell a proportion of her time a fraction of her every
waking hour to anonymous investors the discovery of mysterious reels of celluloid in a hollywood basement allows viewers to
watch classic films starring decrepit 100 year old versions of their once young stars an avid player of the sims computer game
realises too late that her boyfriend s family isn t quite as it appears frank cottrell boyce s debut collection performs feat after
feat of high wire narrative acrobats like a gravity defying trapeze artist moving effortlessly between surrealism metaphysical
drama science fiction and contemporary pop culture drawing on influences as disparate as stanislaw lem nikolai gogol and
roald dahl boyce lures us into a hall of mirrors where each character is an illusion every plot line turned inside out mario
balotelli meets king arthur s knights the cottingley fairies get a genetically engineered makeover shoppers at a branch of tesco
s barricade themselves in when they realize that the entire world s currency has just lost all its meaning

Morphologies 2018-07-19
discover the adventures of the beloved rabbits from watership down the animated tv miniseries now streaming on netflix in
this beautiful storybook by frank cottrell boyce adapted from the tv scripts based on the carnegie medal winning novel and
timeless classic by richard adams set in the english countryside watership down tells the tale of a small group of rabbits
suddenly forced to abandon their warren and seek a safe home as they set off to find a new place to live they encounter all



kinds of danger from the landscape from humans and also from other rabbits will they find a new place to call home watership
down 2018 watership down television limited a netflix original series all rights reserved

Triple Word Score 2019-12-10
winner of the 2008 shirley jackson award for best anthology in 1919 sigmund freud published an essay that delved deep into
the tradition of horror writing and claimed to understand one of its darkest tricks like a mad scientist he performed literary
vivisection on a still breathing body of work exploring its inner anatomy and pulling out mysterious organs for classification his
aim to present to the world a complete theory of das unheimliche the uncanny in the spirit of this great experiment 14 leading
authors have here been challenged to write fresh fictional interpretations of what the uncanny might mean in the 21st century
to update freud s famous checklist of what gives us the creeps and to give the hulking canon of uncanny fiction a shot in the
arm a shock to the neck bolts it s not too great a stretch to see comma as the literary equivalent of factory records the herald
2 dec delightful and disturbing the independent on sunday 14 dec a masterclass in understated creepiness a deliciously
macabre collection that the old austrian might well have enjoyed book of the week time out 12 jan if we need the uncanny and
i suspect we do then we also need it updating laudable book of the week the independent 2 jan a bold idea the guardian 3 jan

Watership Down 2013-12-03
everyone s favorite flying car shifts into another dimension as the intrepid tooting family zooms back and forth through time
when the tootings return to zobrowski terrace at the end of chitty chitty bang bang flies again they find that home is looking a
lot like jurassic park but this is no theme park a very real and very hungry t rex is charging them thanks to dad s inadvertent
yanking of chitty s chronojuster lever the spirited car has ushered them back to prehistoric times where the family and
especially baby harry make a narrow escape but chitty has a mind of her own and the tootings will get an unexpected tour of
exciting times and places from prohibition era new york where chitty wants to compete in the famous prix d esmerelda s
birthday cake race to the lost city of el dorado and back again with misadventures and surprise stowaways along the way get
ready for a hilarious high flying adventure with celebrated author frank cottrell boyce behind the wheel

The New Uncanny 2013-03-12
buckle your seatbelt for the first ever follow up to ian fleming s only children s story when the tooting family finds an old engine
and fits it to their camper van they have no idea what kind of adventure lies ahead the engine used to belong to an
extraordinary car and it wants its bodywork back but as the tootings hurtle across the world rebuilding the original chitty a
sinister baddie is on their trail one who will stop at nothing to get the magnificent car for himself fueled by wry humor this
much anticipated sequel to the children s classic by ian fleming creator of james bond fe aturing a contemporary family and a
camper van with a mind of its own is driven by best selling award winning author frank cottrell boyce and revved up by joe



berger s black and white illustrations

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and the Race Against Time 2012-03-13
highly engaging and fascinating this thought provoking collection reminded me why i used to like science fiction so much
eventually one hopes science fiction will regain its rightful place as once again stranger than science the guardian 20 dec 09 all
hit no miss thought provoking at worst and stunning at best shows that science can inspire anyone and everyone new scientist
5 dec 09 inspiring the 19 nov 09 a diamond of compression financial times 20 dec 09 when it changed is an attempt to put
authors and scientists back in touch with each other to re introduce research ideas with literary concerns and to re forge the
alloy that once made sf great composed collaboratively through a series of visits and conversations between leading authors
and practicing scientists it offers fictionalised glimpses into the far corners of current research fields be they in nanotechnology
invertebrate physiology particle physics or software archaeology from planck s length the smallest indivisible distance to
plankton potential saviours of the earth s ecosystem from virtual encounters between witgenstein and turing to future
civilisations torn asunder by different readings of the standard model together these stories represent a literary experiment in
the true sense of the word and endeavour to isolate a whole new strain of the sf bug featuring sara maitland s moss witch
runner up in the bbc national short story prize 2009

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Flies Again 2013-12-03
the tootings are stuck in 1966 somebody s stolen chitty chitty bang bang and left them behind but that s not their biggest
problem their biggest problem is that little harry s been kidnapped by whoever nicked their magical car there s only one
solution the tootings must find the potts the family that originally built chitty sharing their combined knowledge of how chitty
works the families stand a chance of rescuing little harry and finding the most brilliant car in the world but a fiendish criminal
has different plans ones that involve flying chitty chitty bang bang to the moon and putting an explosive scheme into action

When It Changed 2014-06-05
rollercoasters book boxes will help broaden you ks3 students reading understanding and enjoyment of contemporary and
classic fiction these themed collections will introduce students to a range of literary forms genres authors and titles this
adventure themed collection includes 3 each of the following titles tiger wars by steve backshall the unforgotten coat by frank
cottrell boyce ostrich boys by keith gray wild boy by rob lloyd jones and trash by andymulligan



Over the Moon 2016-05-26
the screenplay of a film set in the bosnian capital during the recent war and based on the experiences of the itn reporter
michael nicholson having smuggled a child out of sarajevo he returns to the city from england to seek the mother s approval
for his wish to adopt the child

Rollercoasters: Adventure Book Box 1997
we know stanislaw lem whether or not we consciously know that we do he may only be recognised in the west as the author of
the twice filmed novel solaris but the influence of his other work is legion from computer games the sims was inspired by one
of his short stories to films the red and blue pills of the matrix owe much to his futurological congress from the space comedies
of red dwarf to the metaphysical satires of douglas adams the presence of this masterly polish writer can be traced far and
wide nor was his genius confined to fiction lem s essays and pseudo essays borne out of the military industrial tensions of the
cold war have outlived their original context and speak to the most current developments in virtual reality nanotechnology and
artificial intelligence to celebrate his name as well as his vision this anthology brings together writers critics and scientists who
continue to grapple with his concerns british and polish novelists join screenwriters poets computer engineers and artists to
celebrate and explore lem s legacy through short stories and essays two literary forms that as lem knew well can blend
together to create something altogether new as one of the barriers to lem s fame was language this book also features
specially commissioned translations three stories never to have appeared in english before lem was always ahead of us it s
time we caught up

Welcome to Sarajevo 2013-12-03
ホーキング博士のスペース アドベンチャー

Lemistry 2008-02
the unforgotten coat belongs to chingis one of two mongolian brothers julie knew as a child as she tries to help them make
sense of their new unfamiliar surroundings the brothers speak of their fear of a demon that makes people vanish slowly julie
learns the painful truth behind this very real threat

宇宙への秘密の鍵 2021-10-14
join the little rabbits on a big adventure in this beautiful giftbook edition of the animated tv mini series watership down re



imagined by script writer tom bidwell my mad fat diary this classic tale has been made into a beautifully animated four part
mini series by the bbc and netflix featuring stunning cg animation emotive illustrations and text adapted from the tv scripts by
award winning author frank cottrell boyce this retelling of the classic story is perfect for a family audience set in the english
countryside watership down tells the tale of a ragtag band of rabbits fleeing the destruction of their warren in search of safety
and a new home their adventure is brought to life in this stunning gift picture storybook which will be treasured by fans of the
original novel as well as new readers introduced to this epic tale by the television mini series watership down watership down
television limited 2018 licensed by itv ventures

The Unforgotten Coat 2018-11-29
where does fear lurk in 21st century life in a technological age hard wired to keep information flowing and the unknown at bay
what irrationalities still linger for horror writers to tap into this anthology the first in a new series from comma offers 15 very
different responses to the question from ancient curses kept alive in internet chat rooms to malevolent children s tv characters
acquiring lives of their own phobic shines a torch into the unlit areas of the modern subconscious and suggests the more we
know the more we realise how worried we really should be

Watership Down 2013-12-03
the second official sequel to ian fleming s chitty chitty bang bang written by one of the country s favourite authors fly back in
time with the greatest car ever made uh oh chitty chitty bang bang is stuck in reverse and little harry s pressed a button that
means she s reversing through time with the tootings aboard when they finally come to a stop it s at the feet of a very hungry
looking t rex how are the tootings and chitty going to get out of this one more fun fast feel good adventure with the world s
greatest car driven by the world s most hapless family

Phobic 2012
a group of students go on a school outing they ll never forget as the group descends the staircase to begin the hidden city tour
they are at first disappointed by the bland warren of bare brick chambers but the atmosphere soon becomes more sinister as
each chamber is explored and the tour guide describes its history of horror

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and the Race Against Time 2011-05-01



Chamber of Nothing
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